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Gold nanoparticles (GNPs) are being proposed as contrast agents to enhance X-ray imaging and
radiotherapy, seeking to take advantage of the increased X-ray absorption of gold compared to soft tissue.
However, there is a great discrepancy between physically predicted increases in X-ray energy deposition and
experimentally observed increases in cell killing. In this work, we present the first calculations which take
into account the structure of energy deposition in the nanoscale vicinity of GNPs and relate this to biological
outcomes, and show for the first time good agreement with experimentally observed cell killing by the
combination of X-rays and GNPs. These results are not only relevant to radiotherapy, but also have
implications for applications of heavy atom nanoparticles in biological settings or where human exposure is
possible because the localised energy deposition high-lighted by these results may cause complex DNA
damage, leading to mutation and carcinogenesis.
T
he goal of radiotherapy is to provide tumour control by killing cancerous cells using ionising radiation while
simultaneously sparing surrounding tissues. Since the fraction of cells which survive an exposure to radi-
ation is typically expressed as S~e{ aDzbD
2ð Þ, where S is the surviving fraction, a and b are properties of the
cell line, and D is the dose of radiation delivered (in terms of energy per unit mass), this requires delivering high
doses to tumour volumes while minimising those to surrounding healthy tissues.
In current medical practice, this is typically achieved through spatially shaping dose around the tumour
through the use of multiple modulated radiation fields, such as in Intensity Modulated Radiation Therapy
(IMRT)1. However, the dose ratio achievable between a tumour and surrounding healthy tissues is typically
limited by their very similar X-ray absorption characteristics.
While beam delivery methods are continually being refined to improve the quality of the conformation of dose
delivery to tumours, alternative methods to improve the discrimination between tumours and healthy tissue are
being considered. One suchmethodwhich has received increasing interest in recent years is the use of heavy atom
contrast agents. Heavier elements increase the dose delivered to surrounding tissues due to their greater mass
energy absorption coefficients, and can thus potentially improve the contrast between healthy and cancerous cells
if they can be preferentially delivered to tumours.
Gold nanoparticles (GNPs) have been of particular interest for this application, as they combine a high mass
attenuation coefficient and bio-compatibility, which has led to them being used as a contrast agent in X-ray
imaging2, 3. In addition, it has been shown that these particles are preferentially taken up into tumours inmice, and
that this leads to an improvement in tumour control following radiotherapy4.
Numerous theoretical studies have been carried out investigating the viability of GNP contrast agents, and have
shown that the dose to tissue volumes can be significantly increased by the addition of GNP due to their greater X-
ray absorption5, 6, 7. Concentrations on the order of 1% bymass have been suggested to increase the dose deposited
by up to a factor of two, which suggests considerable potential for increasing cell killing through the selective
delivery of gold nanoparticles.
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The capability of contrast agents to sensitise cells to radiation has
also been verified experimentally. Significant increases in DNA
damage and cell killing in vitro and improved tumour control in vivo
have been observed for GNPs8, 9, 10 as well as for molecular agents
containing heavy atoms (e.g. cis-platinates11).
However, there is a disconnect between the theoretically predicted
increases in cell killing and experimentally observed results. While
most theoretical studies suggest that GNP concentrations on the
order of 1% combined with keV X-rays would be necessary to gen-
erate significant increases in cell killing, experimental studies have
observed enhancement of the effects of radiation at GNP concentra-
tions which are orders of magnitude smaller. Resolving this discrep-
ancy is important, not only for the use of GNPs as future therapeutic
agents, but also to quantify carcinogenic risks associated with heavy
atom nanoparticles in other applications, whether following a delib-
erate radiation exposure in imaging, or interaction with background
radiation.
Most theoretical work on contrast agents has focused on a mac-
roscopic view of dose, averaging effects over volumes much larger
than a single cell. This approach is fundamentally flawed, however, as
it neglects the significant dose inhomogeneity on the nanoscale
which is caused by the introduction of a contrast agent. This effect
has been experimentally verified in a plasmid system with GNPs12.
Few studies have taken this effect into account, often neglecting
either the discrete nanoparticle nature of the gold or not relating
these inhomogeneities directly to cell survival.
This work addresses this deficiency by calculating dose distribu-
tions on the nanoscale in the vicinity of a GNP, and using amodel for
cell survival which can take these inhomogeneities into account to
generate new predictions for the effects of GNPs on radiotherapy.
Monte Carlo calculations were used to predict the dose distri-
bution around GNPs on the nanometre scale. The results of these
calculations show very high degrees of dose localisation and dem-
onstrate the importance of Auger electrons created following ionisa-
tions near the nanoparticle’s surface. From these dose distributions,
the resultant biological effect is predicted within the framework of
the Local Effect Model13, 14, a model originally devised to describe the
high levels of damage seen in charged particle therapies by account-
ing for dose inhomogeneities found along heavy ion tracks. The
implications of this model for the effects of energy and GNP size
on their radio-sensitising properties are explored, and finally a direct
comparison (with no adjustable parameters) with experimental
results is presented which shows that these predictions are in excel-
lent agreement with experimentally measured survival for cells
exposed to radiation in the presence of GNPs.
Results
As a first step to evaluating the effects of nanoscale dose deposition in
the radio-enhancing effects of GNPs, Monte Carlo simulations were
carried out to quantify the degree of dose inhomogeneity introduced
by presence of a GNP. These simulations calculated the response of a
single GNP suspended in water tomonoenergetic X-ray radiation for
a series of nanoparticle sizes (2 to 50 nm in diameter) and energies
(20 to 150 keV).
The models recorded the rate at which ionising events occurred in
the GNP, the spectrum of secondary particles and the distribution of
energy which was deposited in the vicinity of the GNP following an
ionising event.
One striking result was the very low rate of ionising events in the
GNPs - for example, when a 20 nmGNP was exposed to 100 keV X-
rays, approximately 0.001 ionisations were recorded per Gy (J/kg)
deposited in the surrounding water volume. This value is in line with
what would be expected based on the mass attenuation coefficient of
gold. However, this rate means that, for doses typically used in radio-
therapy, over 99% of the nanoparticles present in a system would
not contribute to the dose-modifying effects. This highlights the
limitations of averaging the dose-modifying effect over large volumes
containing many GNPs, as instead of a relatively homogeneous dis-
tribution of additional dose spread over all GNPs, little or no effect
would be seen near most GNPs, with dramatic spikes in dose in the
vicinity of the few which do see ionising events.
For all combinations of nanoparticle size and X-ray energy con-
sidered in this work, the rate of ionising events per nanoparticle as a
function of dose was found to be well described by considering the
ratio of the ionisation cross-sections of gold and water and the mass
of the nanoparticle. As a result, the ionisation rate scales strongly
with both incident photon energy and particle size in the range of
conditions described in this work.
Following an ionising event in gold, a number of low-energy sec-
ondary electrons are produced. These will include a photo- or
Compton electron with relatively high energy, followed by a shower
of Auger electrons with much lower energies (all with energies
/10 keV, with many at energies ,1 keV), which are emitted as
electrons in the ionised gold atom reorganise themselves to fill the
vacancy caused by the ionisation. These electrons are responsible for
much of the additional energy deposited due to the presence of
GNPs, and an example of the resulting energy distribution can be
seen in Figure 1.
While in most cases the energetic photo- or Compton electron
carries away most of the energy from the incident photon, the high
energy of this particle means it has a very long range in the surround-
ing water volume, leading to little of its energy being deposited in the
vicinity of theGNP. By contrast, the low-energyAuger electrons have
much shorter ranges, and so deposit much more of their energy near
the nanoparticle. As a result of this much denser ionisation, they are
the dominant source of dose until several hundred nanometres from
the nanoparticle’s surface.
The dominance of the Auger electrons has significant implications
for the distribution of energy which is deposited in the vicinity of the
GNP. The spectrum of Auger electrons which is generated following
an ionising event does not depend on the energy of the ionising
particle, but rather on the shell from which the initial photo- or
Compton electron was ejected. As a result, the dose deposited in
the immediate vicinity of a GNP varies only weakly with the energy
of the incident photon and any enhancement which is dominated by
this inhomogeneity would have an energy dependence very different
to that suggested by simple mass energy absorption considerations.
In addition, because the Auger electrons which dominate the
short-range dose are generated at very low energies, the location at
which the ionising event occurs in the GNP is very significant. Low-
energy Auger electrons have even shorter ranges in gold than in
water - on the order of a few nanometres. Thus, while events which
occur on the surface of the nanoparticle tend to emit the full spec-
trum of Auger electrons, only highly energetic particles escape fol-
lowing events which occur within the bulk of the nanoparticle, as
illustrated in Figure 2. As a result, the majority of low-energy elec-
trons which escape from the nanoparticle, and the corresponding
elevated short-range doses, are primarily the contribution of events
which occur within a thin shell at the nanoparticle’s surface.
The magnitude of this effect is illustrated in Figure 3. As noted
above, an ionising event in a gold atom generates a photo- or
Compton electron together with a shower of a dozen or more
Auger electrons as resulting inner shell vacancies are filled.
However, these electrons must escape the GNP before they can
potentially cause damage to a surrounding cell, and this is not guar-
anteed due to their strong absorption within the gold. Figure 3 shows
the probability of different numbers of electrons being emitted fol-
lowing an ionising event in gold at different depths.
It can be seen that the distribution is sharply peaked at long dis-
tances to the surface (10 nm or more) with 75% of ionisations lead-
ing to the emission of only one or two electrons from theGNP. This is
the result of the vast majority of lower-energy secondary electrons
www.nature.com/scientificreports
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being stopped within the GNP before they reach the surface, with
only the highly energetic photoelectron and potentially an L-shell
Auger electron escaping. By contrast, at the surface of the GNP the
distribution of electron yield is very broad, with 10 or more electrons
being emitted following more than 5% of events, which indicates the
majority of the electrons produced Auger cascade can potentially
escape the GNP at such depths.
From the variation of electron yield with depth as seen in Figure 3,
it can be seen that the surface layer which potentially emits large
numbers of Auger electrons is only a few nanometres thick. Thus,
it would appear that for many GNP a relatively small layer near the
surface has amuch greater influence on the dose inhomogeneity seen
in GNP-enhanced therapies than the core, even when the core may
be substantially larger.
Figure 1 | Average energy deposit in the vicinity of a 20 nm gold nanoparticle after a single ionising event by a 40 keV photon. Energy deposition is
here scored in keV in concentric shells around the nanoparticle, broken down into contributions from electrons produced by different processes. In the
vicinity of the nanoparticle, Auger electrons produce the dominant contribution, but this falls off rapidly as low-energy electrons are stopped, leaving only
the contribution of energetic L-shell Auger electrons beyond 200 nm. Compton electrons are not plotted due to their low number, but are typically
roughly 1% of the contribution of the photoelectrons.
Figure 2 | Comparison of track structure of ionising events either on the surface (solid lines) or in the bulk (dashed lines) of a 20 nm spherical gold
nanoparticle, plotted both in 3D (plot a), and as a 2D projection (plot b). Here, an incident 50 keV photon (green tracks) interacts with the gold
nanoparticle and ejects a number of electrons (red tracks). For the event which occurs in the bulk, the majority of low-energy electrons are stopped
immediately in the nanoparticle, allowing only the most energetic and sparsely ionising electrons to escape. By contrast, the surface event also produces a
very large shower of low energy electrons who deposit their energy very densely in the vicinity of the nanoparticle, leading to high doses andmany ionising
events in a small volume.
www.nature.com/scientificreports
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Figure 4 plots the dose deposited following a single ionisation in
nanoparticles of various sizes, calculated by dividing energy deposits
of the type illustrated in Figure 1 by the mass of the corresponding
water shell at each distance. This supports the above observations
about the effects a small shell on the GNP surface, showing that
smaller nanoparticles deposit larger doses in their vicinity due to
their greater surface:volume ratio, with 2 nm nanoparticles depos-
iting between 2 and 3 times more energy than larger nanoparticles at
short ranges (,200 nm). This size effect diminishes at longer ranges,
as dose deposited far from the nanoparticle is the result of photo-
electrons and energetic Auger electrons, which reliably escape from
all sizes of nanoparticle.
Figure 4 also illustrates the dramatic variation in dose near the
nanoparticle, with doses on the order of thousands of Gy deposited in
the vicinity of the nanoparticle following a single ionising event. This
combination of extremely high doses and extremely small volumes is
relatively uncommon inX-ray radiotherapy, as the incident radiation
is typically very sparsely ionising.
Figure 3 | Probability of different numbers of electrons being emitted from a GNP following an ionisation by a 50 keV photon, as a function of the
distance from the ionising event to the nanoparticle surface. All ionising events in gold typically produce a large number of secondary Auger electrons,
butmany of these electrons are emitted at low energies and cannot escape because they are stopped in the GNP bulk. At distances a few nanometres within
the GNP, a broad distribution of electron yields can be seen, as most Auger electrons can escape following ionisations near the surface. By contrast, at
points further from the surface, the distribution is sharply peaked, with only one or two electrons generated following most ionising events.
Figure 4 | Average radial doses which are deposited following a single ionising event from 40 keV primary radiation in gold nanoparticles of a variety
of sizes. These doses are calculated by scoring the energy deposited to the water volume in concentric shells around the nanoparticle, and dividing these
values by the mass of the water shell. Two features are particularly striking - firstly, areas in the vicinity of the nanoparticle (, 50 nm) see extremely large
doses following a typical ionising event. Secondly, small nanoparticles deposit more dose in their local area than larger ones, due to the greater relative
contribution from the outer layer of the nanoparticle. The scale and distribution of these doses are broadly similar to those seen in charged particle
therapies in the vicinity of a track, which suggests the possible applicability of the local effect model as a way to analyse these results.
www.nature.com/scientificreports
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By contrast, distributions of this sort are regularly seen around
particle tracks in charged particles therapies, such as heavy ion ther-
apy. This is potentially very significant, as charged particles are
known to kill significantly more cells for a given dose deposit than
a corresponding dose of X-rays, a concept that is typically quantified
as a Relative Biological Effectiveness (RBE). The RBE is defined as the
ratio of doses required to lead to the same level of cell killing com-
paring a sparsely ionising benchmark (X-rays) to a more densely
ionising radiation source.
The hypothesis that the high degree of dose localisation nearGNPs
is responsible for the large dose enhancements observed experiment-
ally can be tested by applying a predictive framework which has been
successful in accounting for the biological effects of dose inhomo-
geneity in heavy ion therapy. To quantify this effect, the Local Effect
Model (LEM)13, 14 has been applied to the inhomogeneous dose dis-
tributions around GNPs to determine what additional cell killing
results from this effect.
In the LEM, instead of calculating the cell killing based on a dose
averaged over the entire cell, the probability of damage occurring at
each point within a cell is calculated based on the local dose at that
point, and a survival probability is calculated based on the average
level of damage throughout the cell. This model can be applied to the
dose distributions around GNP to provide predictions of biological
effectiveness.
One of the assumptions of the LEM is that the response of a cell to
a given microscopic dose deposited by densely ionising radiation is
related to how the cell would respond to a uniform dose of sparsely
ionising radiation. As a result, the predictions of the LEM are closely
related to the cell line under consideration, and as a result a specific
example cell line must be considered to calculate predictions of
enhancement. For this work, MDA-MB-231 breast cancer cells have
been chosen, as they have been extensively studied in conjunction
with GNPs10, and their radiation response in the absence of gold has
been shown to be characterised by the parameters a5 0.0196 0.025,
b 5 0.052 6 0.007.
The LEM was applied to the dose distributions generated for a
series of combinations of GNP size and X-ray energy as outlined in
the methods, and the resulting predicted RBEs for MDA-MB-231
breast cancer cells are plotted in Figure 5. These results show that, for
all combinations of particle size and photon energy, taking into
account the dose inhomogeneity in the vicinity of GNPs using the
LEM leads to predicted RBEs which are several times greater than
those predicted by the change in macroscopic dose alone.
This increase in effectiveness is in qualitative agreement with
experimental results, suggesting that these dose inhomogeneities
may be responsible for some or all of the large enhancements which
are observed experimentally. These results also suggest that signifi-
cant variation in enhancement would be observed as a function of
both nanoparticle size and incident photon energy.
Figure 5a shows that the RBE decreases significantly as nanopar-
ticle size increases. This is unsurprising, given the above observations
about the significant contribution of short-range electrons to dose
inhomogeneities in this system. Analytic predictions of how the dose
inhomogeneity and RBE vary with particle diameter from first prin-
ciples are not feasible, due to the complex variation of the emitted
electron spectrum with nanoparticle size. However, a relatively sim-
ple empirical prediction of the form RBELEM~1z A
1z dd0
 
n where d
is the nanoparticle diameter and A, d0 and n are fitting parameters
was found to give very good agreement with the data.
This model was chosen based on observations that the large dose
enhancements derived from the short-range, low-energy Auger elec-
trons.When d is vanishingly small, all such electrons escape, giving a
maximum increase in RBE ofA. As d increases, the proportion of the
Figure 5 | Predicted relative biological effectiveness (RBE) of irradiations of MDA-231 cells (survival parameters a 5 0.019 6 0.025, b 5 0.052 6
0.00710) in the presence of 500 mg/mL of gold nanoparticles for a variety of nanoparticle sizes exposed to 40 keV X-rays (a) and 20 nm nanoparticles
exposed to a variety of energies (b). These values were calculated either through as the modification in average dose through the addition of the GNPs
(circles), or using the Local Effect Model (squares). The change in macroscopic dose is small, on the order of a few%, in good agreement with the ratio of
energy absorption coefficients between gold andwater (dotted line). By contrast, the LEMpredicts significantly higher effectiveness in all conditions, with
strong dependencies on both nanoparticle diameter and incident photon energy. Increasing nanoparticle diameter significantly reduces the RBE, which
can be understood as the result of increasing numbers of low-energy electrons being trapped inside the nanoparticle and not contributing to dose in the
water volume. The dashed line is an empirical fit, as described in the text. The variation with energy was found to be well described by assuming that each
ionising event in a gold nanoparticle contributes a fixed additional probability of a lethal event in a cell, which was characterised by a single empirical
fitting parameter, taken to be constant at all energies. Good agreement with modelled values was seen at all points, except immediately above gold’s K-
edge in plot b, where a significant increase in RBE is observed. This is the result of themajority of the photoelectrons which result fromK-shell events being
produced at relatively low energies (,5 keV), causing them to contribute much more significantly to short-range dose inhomogeneities than at other
energies which are distant from absorption edges.
www.nature.com/scientificreports
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electrons which escape decreases, and at large d only a relatively thin
shell at the surface emits electrons. This means that the yield of
electrons from large nanoparticles would be expected to be propor-
tional to d0/d, where d0 is the thickness of the shell which emits low-
energy electrons. However, because the electrons do not have a single
well-defined range, the Auger electron emitting shell does not have a
clear cut-off. As a result, the yield of low-energy electrons (and thus
RBE) will not follow the above relationship exactly, a fact which is
incorporated by the addition of a power scaling term, n. When the
above relation was fitted to the data in Figure 5a, values ofA 5 1.6 6
0.2, d0 5 3.6 6 1.0 and n 5 0.94 6 0.05 were obtained, and the
resulting curve is plotted as the dashed line.
The fitted values for d0 and n are in broad agreement with what
would be predicted from the other results presented in this work. As
noted in the discussion of Figure 3, low-energy electrons are predo-
minately produced from a shell a few nanometres in depth, in agree-
ment with the value of d0. Similarly, the asymptotic behaviour for
large d of enhancement being proportional to d0/d is also present,
with n taking a value close to 1.
Figure 5b shows a variation of RBE with energy which differs
significantly from the ratio of mass energy absorption coefficients that
is typically used when describing GNP-enhanced radiotherapy15, 5, 7.
By applying the LEM, it can be seen that there is an additional
increase in RBE which was found to generally be proportional to
the rate of ionising events in gold. Again, this is in line with above
observations, in particular the fact that the enhancement is domi-
nated by the effects of the Auger cascade. This means that, as each
ionising event in gold leads to a single Auger cascade, whose form is
independent of the incident particle energy, it is only the number of
these ionising events which determines the additional enhancement,
independent of any other factors.
An exception to this relationship can be seen just above gold’s K-
edge at 80.7 keV, where the incident photons had just enough energy
to free electrons from the most tightly bound shell in gold. At ener-
gies just slightly above this edge, the photoelectrons produced by
such an interaction have low energies, comparable to those of the
Auger electrons, and as a result contribute significantly to the short-
range dose inhomogeneity and the associated increase in RBE.
However, this effect is very strongly dependent on energy, disappear-
ing almost entirely by 85 keV, and so is unlikely to prove significant
for practical applications of GNP-enhanced radiotherapy.
A fitting function was chosen that described the behaviour of the
RBE away from absorption edges, based on the assumption that
macroscopic dose and short-range dose are independent, which took
the form RBELEM~1zr mAuen

mTissen zBRioni E½ 
 
. Here, r is the con-
centration of GNP expressed as a fraction of the total mass of the
target volume, men is the mass energy absorption coefficient of the
indicatedmaterial, Rioni[E] is the number of ionisations which would
occur in gold at unit density per Gy deposited in the surrounding
water, and B is an empirical fitting constant.
In this expression, the first term in the brackets describes the
simple macroscopic dose enhancement, which has been used exten-
sively elsewhere, while the second term is related to the additional
enhancement which would be seen due to the dose inhomogeneities
which follow individual ionising events. When B was fitted to the
observed data, a value of B 5 (2.55 6 0.14) 3 10215 was obtained,
which can be viewed as the probability of damage following a single
ionisation in a 20 nm GNP within a cell. The resulting curve is
plotted alongside the data in Figure 5b, and shows good agreement
over the whole energy range.
The above results can be combined into a single expression for
RBE by noting that the rate of ionisation is independent of
nanoparticle size as they are all effectively transparent to X-rays at
these energies, and that the additional enhancement resulting
from the Auger cascade is independent of photon energy. These
can then be combined into an expression of the form
RBELEM~1zr mAuen
,
mTissen zC
Rioni E½ 
1z dd0
 n
0
@
1
A. This mirrors the form
of the above expression for the energy dependence, but the empirical
constant B has now been replaced by a new function, C
.
1z dd0
 n
,
to represent the variation of induced dose inhomogeneity with dose
as seen in Figure 5a. The value of Cwas empirically fitted to the data,
and found to beC5 (1.506 0.08)3 10214 for this data. This function
would be expected to hold true for all combinations of nanoparticle
size and energywhere the conditions are broadly similar to the results
presented in this paper - that is, GNP small enough to be effectively
transparent to X-rays, and incident particles whose energies are such
that their interactions with gold are dominated by the photoelectric
effect.
As these predictions are in good qualitative agreement with
experimental results, the model was also tested against a real data
set to evaluate its quantitative agreement. A previously published
work10 has shown the radio-sensitising effects of 500 mg/mL of
1.9 nm GNPs on MDA-MB-231 cells exposed X-rays from a 160
kVp source, and are used here as a test data set.
These results are illustrated in Figure 6. Points are the experiment-
ally observed cell survival data, for cells exposed to varying doses
either in the absence (squares) or presence (circles) of gold. The solid
line is a linear-quadratic survival curve which was fitted empirically
to the radiation response of the cells in the absence of gold, and used
to determined a and b values for the MDA cells, as required for the
LEM. Based on these values and calculated microscopic dose distri-
butions for 1.9 nm GNPs exposed to 160 kVp X-rays, predictions
were generated for the survival of the MDA cells in the presence of
500 mg/mL of 1.9 nm GNPs as a function of X-ray dose, which is
plotted as the dashed line. It can be seen that this line is in excellent
agreement with the experimentally observed survival for cells
exposed to GNP, suggesting that this model has good predictive
power, and is clearly in better agreement than the change in mac-
roscopic dose, which only suggests an increase in effect of approxi-
mately 5% for this system.
These results not only suggest a change in the magnitude of
damage, but also the shape of the cell survival curve. In the mac-
roscopic dose model, contrast agents are believed to simply change
the dose deposited in the system, increasing D to some new value
D9 5 eD, where e . 1. If cell survival curves are plotted against the
dose which is delivered to the control cells, this causes cells with
GNPs to appear to have modified a and b values. The macroscopic
model would predict that these would be aAu 5 ea and bAu 5 e2b.
However, since in the LEM the short-range energy deposition assoc-
iated with each ionising event in gold increases the chance of a lethal
event by some fixed amount, and the number of ionising events is
directly proportional to dose, the additional enhancement manifests
itself as a linear function of dose. As a result, the LEM predicts much
greater increases in the a value in the fitted parameters than would be
predicted by simply comparing absolute changes in cell killing.
These predictions about the varying form of the dose response are
in excellent agreement with the results in Figure 6, as well as other
work published on GNP dose enhancement which has identified
significant increases in a (and little or no change in b) in cell lines
which are sensitised by GNPs9, 10, 16.
Discussion
The excellent agreement shown in Figure 6 between the model’s
predictions and observed cell survival in GNP-enhanced radio-
therapy indicates that nanoscale dose deposition near heavy atom
dopants must be considered when predicting the effect of heavy
atoms on biological systems exposed to ionising radiation.
Additionally the agreement shows the wider applicability of the
LEM, as it gave rise to accurate predictions outside the domain of
heavy ion therapy.
www.nature.com/scientificreports
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It can be seen that the approach presented in this work predicts
sensitising effects at concentrations much smaller than those which
macroscopic dose considerations suggest are necessary, and provides
for the first time good agreement between predictions of enhance-
ment made from physical principles and experimentally observed
results. The scale and nature of this effect as several important impli-
cations, most importantly for the use of nanoparticle contrast agents
in radiotherapy, where the lower concentrations required make con-
trast-enhanced therapies a more promising treatment modality.
However, this sensitising effectmay be detrimental for other appli-
cations of heavy atom nanoparticles17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, particularly in
imaging. Calculations of risk associated with radiation exposure
incorporate a weighting factor (wR)23, typically related to the type
and energy of incident radiation. wR is large for protons and heavy
ions due to their highly localised dose distributions, which means
even small radiation doses cause complex DNA damage, potentially
leading to carcinogenesis. A similar effect may occur in the vicinity of
a heavy atomnanoparticle following an ionising event, meaning their
presence will necessitate an increase in wR for other types of radi-
ation, whether resulting from background radiation, or deliberate
exposures during imaging. The exact scale of this effect must be
evaluated, as it poses a significant challenge for the evaluation of
the long-term environmental impact of nanoparticles.
This model of GNP dose enhancement also offers several possible
avenues for future development. For example, the dominance of
short-range effects highlights the importance of the sub-cellular
uptake and localisation. While in this work a homogeneous nano-
particle distribution was assumed and agreed well with the effects of
1.9 nm GNPs in MDA-MB-231 cells, uptake and distribution
depend on the type of cell and the contrast agent being considered,
differing greatly even between different sizes of GNP24. Similarly, the
observed enhancement varies significantly between different cell
lines, suggesting that the observed enhancement depends signifi-
cantly on the biological distribution of the GNPs within the cell9.
These observations highlight the importance of improved under-
standing of sub-cellular localisation of these contrast agents, as
agents which see an inhomogeneous distributionmay see a decreased
efficacy, as GNPs which are localised far from sensitive areas within
the cell would be less likely to lead to cell death.
However, this also indicates the potential for improved control
over sub-cellular localisation to dramatically improve the effective-
ness of contrast agent enhanced therapies, as a relatively small num-
ber of well-targeted particles could potentially lead to a significant
concentration within the cell nucleus, and a correspondingly large
RBE. Additionally, the relative inactivity of the core of the nanopar-
ticle is of potential interest to approaches which seek to optimise
nanoparticle properties by combining cores and coatings of different
materials25, 26, as this could potentially be achieved without com-
promising the dose-enhancing properties of the surface.
Methods
Simulations. Simulations of the dose deposited around a GNP following exposure to
X-rays were carried out using the Geant427 Monte Carlo toolkit (version 4.9.3), using
with the Geant4-DNA extensions28 to provide sufficient resolution of track structure
in the water volume.
The simulation geometry consisted of a single gold nanoparticle (whose size could
be varied at runtime), placed at the centre of a cube of water with sides of 200 mm.
Simulations were carried out with nanoparticles ranging in diameter from 2 to 50 nm.
The large size of the water volume relative to the GNP allowed for sufficient dose
buildup to occur by the time the beam reached the particle, allowing for effects of
secondary particles to be taken into account. Energy deposits in the water volume
surrounding the GNP were recorded according to position and size, broken down by
the time of particle which deposited the energy (primary photon, photoelectron,
Auger electron, etc).
Irradiations were carried out with a variety of types of X-ray spectra. Monoenergetic
X-ray beams ranging from 20 to 150 keV were modelled, together with the simulated
output of a 160 kVpX-ray source (to provide comparisonwith the experimental setup
Figure 6 | Experimentally observed cell survival forMDA-231 cells exposed to 160 kVpX-rays with (circles) and without (squares) exposure to 500 mg/mL
of 1.9 nm gold nanoparticles, taken from10. In the original analysis, this data was fitted using a conventional linear-quadratic model, to determine if a
radiosensitising effect was observed. Here, the data is used to investigate whether themodel presented in this work is capable of accurately quantifying the
sensitising effects of GNPs. To that end, only the control data was fitted to directly using a linear quadratic, which gave a 5 0.019 6 0.025, b 5 0.052 6
0.007 (solid line). These parameters were used, togetherwithmodelledmicroscopic dose in the vicinity of a 1.9 nmGNP exposed to 160 kVpX-rays, in the
Local Effect Model to predict the behaviour of the cells which were exposed to gold nanoparticles, without reference to the experimentally observed
results. These theoretical predictions are plotted as the dashed line. The agreement is very good, substantially better than simple energy absorption
considerations which predict an increase in damage of just 5% for this gold concentration, which suggests that the microscopic dose in the vicinity of
GNPs is a significant contribution to experimentally observed GNP dose enhancement.
www.nature.com/scientificreports
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used to produce the data illustrated in Figure 6). In all cases, an X-ray exposure
uniformly irradiating a single face of the water volume was simulated.
The number of primary events required to give acceptable statistics for each
combination varied based on nanoparticle size and primary energy. This ranged from
a low of 1.043 108 events (for 20 keV photons on a 20 nmnanoparticle) up to 2.163
109 particles for 150 keV photons on a 20 nm nanoparticle.
Local Effect Model. In normal cell-survival analysis, the fraction of cells which
survive an exposure to ionising radiation is given by a linear-quadratic response,
S~e{ aDzbD
2ð Þ, where a and b are characteristics of the cell line, and D is the mean
dose delivered to the entire volume containing the cells. This dose is typically
calculated on a macroscopic scale, averaged over a volume containing a very large
number of cells.
This approach works well for sparsely ionising radiation such as the X-rays which
are typically used in radiotherapy. However, if an equal dose D is delivered to a cell
population using densely ionising radiation such as heavy ions, significantly more
cells are killed. This increase in killing is referred to as the Relative Biological
Effectiveness (RBE), and is defined by RBE 5 DX/DI, where DX is a dose of X-ray
radiation, andDI is the dose of densely ionising radiation which leads to the same level
of cell killing.
While the RBE can be empirically determined from cell survival experiments,
considerable effort has also been put into explaining it from a theoretical basis. One
such approach which seeks to do this is the Local Effect Model (LEM). A brief
description is presented below -more comprehensive descriptions and verification of
the LEM can be found elsewhere13.
Instead of considering the cell-killing effects of an average macroscopic dose as
described above, the LEM considers the probability of damage occuring at each point
in a cell based on the dose at that point alone, and calculates a surviving fraction based
on the sum probability of damage occurring over the whole cell.
The LEM describes the damage which occurs to cells in terms of ‘‘lethal lesions’’,
which can be described in the case of a uniform dose as S(D) 5 e2N(D), where N(D) is
the number of lethal lesions induced by a homogeneous dose D. Thus, for sparsely
ionising radiation, it can be seen that N(D) 5 2log(S[D]) 5 aD 1 bD2, by applying
the linear-quadratic survival, as above.
However, for inhomogeneous radiation, the number of lesions induced is calcu-
lated based off the local dose at each point and then integrated over the whole cell
volume, giving Ntot~
Ð
N Drð Þ dVV~{
Ð
log S Dr½ ð Þ dVV ~
Ð
aDrzbD2r
 
dV
V where Dr
is the local dose delivered at point r, and dV/V is the corresponding volume fraction
which sees that dose. Once the total number of lesions within a cell,Ntot, is calculated,
the survival probability is then given by SLEM~e{Ntot . It can be seen that this sim-
plifies to the standard survival curve in the case of a uniform dose, but inhomogen-
eous doses can cause greater levels of damage due to the quadratic term in the dose
response.
While the LEM is typically applied to heavy ion therapies, it can be applied to any
system where the dose distribution can be calculated, such as the GNP-radiation
interaction described in this work.
To calculate the LEM-predicted survival for a given system, a radial dose distri-
bution was generated in Geant4 for the corresponding combination of GNP size and
X-ray energy. This provides values for the short-range dose contribution which
results from an ionising event in a GNP, and would be predicted to be highly
inhomogeneous with dose. Since this only described the volume affected by a single
ionising event, the volume associated with each dose must be scaled to describe the
fraction of the total volume which sees that dose, which is a function of the GNP
density, gold ionisation rate at that energy, and the total dose deposited.
Once the rapidly-varying component of the dose distribution has been calculated,
this can be added to the effectively uniform background dose level which is delivered
by X-rays which do not interact with GNPs to give the full dose volume distribution
for a given combination of X-ray energy andGNP size. This can then be applied to the
function above to calculate the local damage at each point in the volume, and thusNtot
and SLEM.
The RBE has been used to characterise the varying effects of GNP enhancement at
different energies. As the exact dose-modifying effects of GNP vary as a function of
energy, this was considered by comparison to the survival at 2 Gy of X-ray dose. That
is, RBE 5 2/DAu, whereDAu is the dose at which the LEM predicts that cells irradiated
in the presence of GNPs would have equal survival to those exposed to 2 Gy of X-rays
in the absence of gold.
From the above model, it is clear that the effects of the LEM depend on the a and b
radiation response parameters in the absence of GNPs. For the results presented in
this work, these were taken to be a 5 0.019 6 0.025 and b 5 0.052 6 0.007, which
correspond to MDA-MB-231 breast cancer cells, whose radiation response in the
presence of GNPs has previously been investigated10.
Radial Dose Calculations. The dose distribution in the GNP-water system is
typically calculated by scoring energy deposits in concentric shells centered on the
gold nanoparticle and dividing these deposits by the mass of the shell12, 29, and this
method was used to illustrate the distributions shown in Figures 1 and 4. However,
this calculation is slightly misleading, as energy deposits spread from the location of
the ionising event (as seen in Figure 2), rather than the nanoparticle centre. As a
result, calculations of dose which centre on the nanoparticle tend to slightly
underestimate the dose, by considering energy deposits spread over a larger than is
actually the case.
To address this, the dose distributions used to the LEM were scored in concentric
shells centered on the individual ionising events in the GNP, rather than the nano-
particle itself. Scoring in this way does not significantly affect the conclusions derived
from Figures 1 or 4, but does somewhat increase the RBE predictions obtained for
larger nanoparticles, by approximately 10%.
Cell Survival Data. The effects of GNP on cell survival following radiation exposure
was investigated using a clonogenic cell survival assay. MDA-MB-231 breast cancer
cells were exposed to X-ray doses from a 160 kVp source, ranging from 0 to 6 Gy,
having been incubated either in normal cell growth media or cell growth media
containing 500 mg/mL of 1.9 nm gold nanoparticles for 24 hours prior to irradiation.
The surviving fractionwas calculated by comparing the number of live cells after these
exposures to the number of live cells in the unirradiated control samples.
Further details on the clonogenic assay and the experimental conditions can be
found elsewhere10.
In the original publication, the data was analysed by fitting linear-quadratic sur-
vival curves of the form S~e{ aDzbD
2ð Þ. This showed an increase in a and b due to the
sensitising properties of the GNPs. In this work, the effects of adding the gold were
modelled by simulating the local dose deposited in the vicinity of a 2 nm GNP
following exposure to 160 kVp X-rays, and predicting the surviving fraction at each
dose for a 500 mg/mL concentration of GNPs in cells whose a and b values were taken
to be equal to that of the MDA-MB-231 cells which were irradiated in the absence of
GNPs. This theoretically predicted curve is plotted through the with-gold data in
Figure 6.
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